
 
 

 

 

 

The M.i. Media 

Performance Clinic 
 

 

Your opportunity to sit down with some of the top 

Advertising Performance Experts in the industry. 

 

A FREE hour’s consultancy with our team of experts who will show you how you 

could immediately increase the ROI from your advertising. 

 

M.i. Media have been Transforming Advertising Performance for more than 10 years. 

 

Our team have worked with some of the UK’s biggest brands, helping them to deliver substantial 

improvements in the returns they are getting from their advertising. 

 

 

 

Specialists in maximising the effectiveness of: 

Television, Paid Search, Paid Social, Online Display, Press, 

Inserts, Door Drops, Radio, Outdoor, Creative and Data Insight. 

 

An immediate and visible impact on Advertising Effectiveness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our unique approach means we can regularly improve performance by 30-70%.  

M.i. Media can make a big difference to any business (especially those with some tough targets 

to hit). If that’s you, then get in touch. There’s nothing to lose.. and potentially much to gain! 

 

59% reduction in Cost per 
Policy within 3 months 

Cost per Enquiry reduced 

by 27% in first month 

DRTV CPA reduced by 
62% in first campaign 

DRTV CPA reduced by 
45% in first campaign 

300% increase in Paid 
Search ROI after 3 

months 

Immediate 39% reduction 
in Cost per Supporter 

Email Katie today to find out more (katie.spicer@mimedia.co.uk)  

 



 
 

Frequently Asked Questions 

 

 No. Each Clinic is dedicated to a single advertiser. 

 All our findings are tailored specifically to your business. 

 

 

 No. All we ask is a little background information (see below) and just 60minutes of your time. 

 Our experts know exactly where to look for potential savings and quick wins so we are 
confident you’ll learn a lot more in that hour than you might expect. 

 

 

 No. We do not charge advertisers to run a Performance Clinic for their business. 

 

 

 When people hear about the work we do, they are often fairly sceptical. How can we make 
such a big difference to a client’s business so quickly? 

 So we run the Clinics as a ‘taster’ session so companies can learn a bit more about what 
we do and how we do it. 

 Having met the team and seen how we work, many companies ask us to take a deeper 
look at their business or give us a specific project to work on for them. 

. 

 

 The more we understand about your business, the more useful we can make your session. 
So having access to any of the following information is really helpful… 

Business priorities (revenue now vs future growth), current sales performance, key target 
audiences, your competitors, advertising budget and any areas of particular concern etc 

 We will, of course, sign a Non-Disclosure Agreement if you need us to. 

 

 

To find out more about our Performance Clinics please speak to  

Katie Spicer on 020 7078 7042 or email her at katie.spicer@mimedia.co.uk  

Will it be a shared session? 

Is it a big commitment? 

Are there any hidden costs? 

Why do we do them? 

What information do we need? 


